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BEVATRON OPERATIONAL SAFETY PROCEDURES 

An effective accelerator safety program is a dynamic effort, based 

on procedures and equipment which are continuously evaluated and improved 

to insure maximum protection of personnel and machinery, both when the 

accelerator is running and when it is not. The ultimate success of a safety 

program is proportional to its support and use by all concerned --both 

researchers and operations staff. 

This manual summarizes the operating procedures followed in the 

Bevatron complex (buildings 5l56, 6063, and 64) with respect to fire, 

electrical and mechanical hazards, earthquakes and other emergencies, and 

radiation control. These procedures supplement those presented in the LBL. 

Health and Safety Manual (Pub 3000). 

The assurance of a safe environment at the Bévatron is the responsi• 

bility of every person who works in the area. All persons working in the 

Bevatron complex are expected to read and to follow the safety practices 

outlined in this manual. In addition, two members of the LBL Environmental 

Health and Safety. Department (EH&S) are assigned full-time to the Bevatron:.. 

a health physicist whose principal responsibility is radiation control, and 

a safety coordinator who oversees occupational hazards, including electrical,, 

mechanical, industrial and fire safety. 

This manual is divided into four major sections: 

Occupational Safety 

Radiation Safety 

Emergency Procedures 

Staff Responsibilities and Call List 
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I. OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY 

General Building Control 

All Bevatron complex personnel, whether permanent operations 

staff, outside contractors, or researchers, are expected to adhere to the 

same safe operating practices as presented in this manual and in the LBL 

Health and Safety Manual (Pub 3000). All work requires the previous 

authorization for scope and time period by the Building Manager or his 

desi gnate. 

Major Hazards 

Within the experimental and technical support areas, the major 

hazards are associated with electrical and mechanical systems, plus toxic 

or flammable materials. 

1. 	Electrical Hazards 

The electrical safety practices applied at the Bevatron follow 

directly those outlined in the California Electrical Administrative Code, 

Title 24. 

12 kV power is fed to transformer banks located on external pads; 

exposed 12 kV is surrounded bya double-locked, chain-link fence (Fire 

Department and Electrical and Maintenance personnel possess the only keys). 

Within the bounds of the fence, all switchgear and accessible wiring is 

protected by an interlocked key and breaker system which prevents access 

to an energized circuit. All outdoor cubicles and power supplies requiring 

doors are fitted with electrician's locks. 

All power supplies which have high currents or high voltages are 

interlocked by door switches and are appropriately làbeled. 	An additional 

mechanical gravity-operated grounding bar grounds the power output auto-

matically when the door is opened. Other power supplies have electrical 

and mechanical grounding relays; loss of control power automatically 

grounds the unit. 

Each power supply, transformer, magnet, and item of auxiliary 

equipment has an additional chassis ground with a #2 to 4/0 flexibl.e cable 

to building ground. An additional ground is always applied with the input 

power when connectors are used. 

Experimenters use high voltage, high current, electrical and 

electronic equipment. This equipment in most instances is screened with 
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hazard warnings posted, but in some cases must be installed in a relatively 

unshielded manner. In such cases all access routes must be interlocked. 

All caves and operational areas have "Emergency Crash-Off" buttons 

which are easy to find. The operation of any one of these units will 

secUre all major power supplies and stop all Bevatron operation to protect 

personnel and equipment, in the event of fire or self-destruction due to 

:.hort, circuits or overloads. 

.. Emergency Power 

In the event of failure of commercial power th the Bevatron 

complex, a 2b0 kW emergency generator will automatically start and transfer 

selected loads from commercial to emergency power. These loads, in general, 

are: 

	

'-0 	lighting as needed; 

	

o 	some utility outlets; 

	

o 	air samplers; 

	

o 	cave exhaust fans; 

	

o 	fire and smoke alart systems; 

	

o 	telephone system; 

	

o 	certain vacuum valves,, equipment; and 

	

o 	gauges and vacuum equipment alarms. 

Toxic Materials 

Few toxic liquids are used in the Bevatron complex, except for 

acids and mercury. Use of b'erylliuth''and polychiorinated biphenyls (PCB's) 

in capacitors is very limited, and handling is restricted to a few 

knowledgeable personnel. (See LBL Health and Safety Manual, Pub 3000, 

chapter 5.) 

Flammable and Toxic Gases 

Various gases are stored.,under high pressure in standard cylinders, 

kept in a special area. Cylinders in'use are mechanically fastened to some 

rigid support or mounted in wheeled carts to provide mobility. At least two 

persons familiar with safety and emergency breathing apparatus must be present 

when gas is handled, and area warnings must be posted where gases are in use. 

Toxic gases are only rarely used in Bevatron operations; in such cases, the 

gases are to be transferred to low-volume, low-pressure containers outside 

the building. Flammable gases--hydrogen, deuterium, oxygen, and methane--are 

often used at experimental areas. 	Small quantities of ion source gases 

are installed in well-ventilated areas with constant monitoring by detectors. 
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Oxygen and acetylene welding gas bottles are attached to permanent struc-

tures located outside the building, and piped into areas of use; 

4. 	Flammable Liquids 

Flammable liquids such as kerosene, acetone, and alcohol which 

are used inside the building are limited to small containers only. In 

larger volumes these liquids are stored outside the building in metal drums. 

Rags are stored in metal containers inside the building. For fire safety, 

heat and smoke detector systems are installed throughout the Bevatron complex. 

Fire extinguishers appropriate to the work areas are mounted throughout the 

Bevatron complex. 

Fire Protection System 

The fire protection equipment installed throughout the Bevatron 

complex consists of: 

o 	smoke and heat detectors, 

0. 	automatic sprinkler systems, 

o 	Halon system in computer roon 

o 	portable extinguishers and fire hoses, and 

o 	fire pull box alarms. 

In most cases, the alarm, heat detector. and smoke detector systems sound 

a building alarm, and signal the LBL Fire Department, which can alert the 

City of Berkeley Fire Department, i:f necessary. Water normally used for 

cooling purposes (i.e., from the cooling tower) may be used in emergency 

Si tuations. 

Entry into Confined Spaces 

Confined spaces are defined as any structure which must be 

entered and which has or may contain lethal ci Dncentrations of hazardous 

gas or an oxygen-deficient atmosphere. Entry into these spaces must be 

vigorously controlled to prevent loss of life or accidental loss of equip-

ment by explosion. See LBL Health and Safety Manual, Pub 3000, chapter 6. 
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II. RADIATION SAFETY* 

A. 	Radiation Hazards 

Possible radiation hazards at the Bevatron are generated by beam 

radiation, induced radiation and the use of radioisotope sources. 

1. 	Beam Hazards 

The various radiation hazards presented by the accelerator beam 

can be classed in three levels of decreasing significance. All three modes 

of exposure exist while beam is on; only the third mode remains after beam 

is off, but the level of hazard (number of radionuclides) decreases with a 

characteristic time constant. 

The importance of the three modes of exposure can be expressed 

relative to a 5 GeV proton beam at an intensity of 2 x 1010  protons per 

second, assuming the beam is focused to a 1 cm 2  area. What would a one 

second exposure in each mode give? 

Direct exposure to beam: roughly 700 rad is deposited within 

• 	 the 1 cm2  dólumn extending throughout a tissue-equivalent 

medium of ordinary dimension. 

Exposure to a prot "  radiation from beam target: at one meter 

from a thick copper target about 25 millirad whole-body is 

absorbed. 

C. 	Exposure to residual radiation (radionuclide fields) induced 

after 8 hours of beam targeting: immediately after beam is shut 

off, approximately 16 microrad whole-body is absorbed in a one 

second exposure atone meter from the forward surface. 

Briefly, aoñesecondexposure in the first mode and a short time 

exposure in the second mode are  harmful. Exposures in the third mode, 

while not imediately harmful, should be held to a minimum. 

2. 	Radioisotope Targets 

The radiation test sources normally used at the Bevatron complex 

are long-lived radioisotopes commonly produced in reactors. Several varieties 

of radionuclide sources (from rnicrocurie to a few tens of millicurie levels) 

are made available for experimental users. These are marked with the 

international radiation symbol and either the curie rating or the detected 

level of radiation at the surface. Sources are identified by an assigned 

EH&S control number. 

* A more detailed description of Bevatron radiation safety is presented in 

BRSP 10-05 SP. 
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Many of the more intense sources are packaged within radiation 

shields to protect the user from direct exposure. The use, supply, and 

transportation of radionuclide sources, and the transportation of. beam-

induced parts, are regulated by the Environmental Health and Safety 

coordinator at the Bevatron (or the health physicist alternate). 

B. 	Radiation Control 

All staff members, researchers, and visiting scientists working 

at the Bevatron may be required to wear personal radiation dosimetry. 

Gamma and neutron dosimëters will be issued to "hands-on" personnel who. 

fulfill the following time requirements. 

All personnel who work ten hours or more in one month will be 

issued a gamma dosimeter. 

All personnel who work 35 hours or more in one month will be 

issued a neutron dosimeter. 

Dosimeters are available from the Accelerator Research Coordination 

(ARC) office in the Bevatron, and from the EH&S dosimetry office. They are 

collected and measured, and the results are recorded once each month. The 

accelerator health physicist should beconsulted in all questions pertaining 

to exposure. 

On the short term, however, the basic radiation control principle 

at the Bevatron is that of failsafe interlock circuitry backed by effective 

redundancy plus continuous, on-line radiation detection, viewed by operators, 

and supervised by a health physicist. These techniques, updated when appro-

priate, and augmented by specific procedures, have provided safe operations 

for many years. If and when the procedures become burdensome and not suited 

to meet the need, you, the staff member or researcher, must let your ideas 

be known so that relevant alterations can be made. 

1. 	Beam Containment 

All space within the Bevatron complex--which includes buildings 

51, 56, 60, 63, and 64--is designated either controlled or non-controlled 

area. Some areas about the accelerators and beam transport lines - the 

"accelerator complex" - are termed controlled areas to limit personnel 

exposure to radiation. Entry is regulated by the operations chief or 

his designate. Controlled areas are marked by signs placed at the 

direction of the building manager, safety coordinator, or qualified advisor, 

and may also be sectioned off by physical barriers. 
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In addition to controlled areas, there are exclusion areas 

where personnel entry is prohibited during beam on time. Exclusion areas 

are enclosed by physical barriers and interlocked with beam operation. 

Materials are not to be transported from such areas without supervision. 

All areas through which beam is transported must be treated 

as exclusion areas. Methods and degree of exclusion will depend upon 

beam intensity, energy, and mode of targeting. 

All particle beams must be terminated by beam-absorbing blocks 

Of sufficient density and dimension to reduce radiation exposure rates to 

5 millirem per hour or less at or near the outside shielding surface. 

Exposure rates in areas to be occupied by people must be held below an 

average of 2.5 rnillirem per hour. 

Proposals for the construction of new beam lines or for altera-

tions of existing beam lines and shielding, must be reviewed and approved 

by- the building managers and EH&S for appropriate safety recommendations, 

;The list below illustrates the techniques for radiation containment at 

various exposure levels. 

TABLE I 

GUIDELINES FOR BEAM CONTAINMENT 

*Beam Energy Deposition 	**Ions/cm2 /sec 
Rates in Tissue 	 (typical) 	 Methods of Containment 

3 to 30 prad/sec 	 102  to io 
0.03 to 30 mrad/sec 	 10 to 10 6  

0.03 to 30 rad/sec 	 10 6  to iO 

above 30 rad/sec 	 io 

ropes, helium sox 

rigid boundary (beam pipe) 

wood panel/fence enclosure 
+ adequate separation from 
beam 

concrete enclosure, thick-
ness. specified by EH&S. 

For ion flux densities <06,  containment may be waived by the 

operations manager for special instances of beam development. For ion flux 

densities > 10 6 , the operations manager may waive containment following an 

affirmative safety review by Environmental Health and Safety or by the Safety 

Review Committee. In either case, interlocked neutron detector(s) and approval 
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of radiation safeguards by the area health physicist is mandatory. 

Radiation Interlocking 

In addition to physical barriers and radiation shielding, access 

to controlled areas is regulated by radiation-interlocked entry gate 

stations. The interlocking is called a gate chain (or safety gate chain), 

a logical configuration of circuits and radiation detection devices with 

terminus relays, which must be energized for the gate chain to be completed. 

Since the Bevatron can deliver multiple beams from a variety of injectors 

(the local 20 MeV injector, the 50 MeV injector, not presently used, and thern 

SuperHILAC, via the transferline), the gate chain logic begins at each in-

jector, with beam plugs at the appropriate intermediate beam enclosures on 

eacj  beam line. To permit injection, all radiation shields must be intact,. 

beam rooms searched and secured, and interlock chains completed. When a 

downstream beam enclosure gate chain is interrupted, a standby status is 

automatically asserted. This causes the exit station cups to be inserted, 

the injector source power to be shut off, and a radiation detector interlock 

circuit to be completed. The latter will shut off the accelerator rf power 

if excessive radiation is detected at a chosen point. 

Entry Gates, Exclusion, and Controlled Areas 

There are several types of entry gates, each with an individual 

gate chain, designed for specific circumstances and uses. These gates are 

designated as follows: 

a. Types of Entry Gates 	 -. 

A-gate: remote video and voice control in Main Control 

Room (MCR) 

B-gate: secondary entry, not voice or video controlled; 

used for additional access when accelerator is 

shut down 

C-gate: emergency tunnel or escape route 

AE-gate: A-gate station with control shared by MCR and 

designated member of experimental group 

E-gate: B-gate type, control shared by experimenter 

in charge and MCR, used for low level beams 

Biomed beam room gates: 

A-gates controlled by MCR or Biomed Control 

Room (Bio CR) 
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b. 	Location of Exclusion Areas 

o Portions of the transfer line from the SuperHILAC, 

specifically the segments enclosed by fence and wood 

panels 

o The 	'20 MeV' 	linac exit station, enclosed by concrete 

o The Cockroft-Walton (C. W.) room at the 20 MeV linac 

in building 51 

o The Bevatron accelerator shield enclosure, which has 

three shielded labrynths giving access to the outer 

platform, two shielded labyrinths giving access to 

the inner ring platforms and pit areas, and a wire- 

mesh enclosure about the entry through the roof 

o Three external beam enclosures, each with two 

access gates and an emergency escape tunnel 

o Experimenter beam enclosures, to be vacated during 

beam operations; these are currently designated B26, 

B30, B39, 340, 842, and 843, for nuclear science, 

and beam rooms Bi and 82, and room 1, for biomedical 

research. 

c 	Location of Controlled Areas 

When the beam is on: 

o The "20 MeV" linac in building 51, and the 50 MeV 

linac in Building 64. 

o The shielding roof and "igloo" roof of the Bevatron - 

itself, and the external beamlines in the experimental 

hall. 

In addition, signs are posted to indicate areas in which the 

radtation exposure rate is greater than 3 millirem per hour. Visual and/or 

audible warnings and barriers are used when ambient levels exceed 20 milli-

rem per hour. 

• 	 When the beam is off: 

o 	All beam rooms and caves change from excluded-access 

to controlled access 

o 	With the exceptions of the Cockroft-Walton rooms at 

the 20 and 50 MeV linacs, all the controlled areas 

listed above become non-controlled when the beam is 

shut off. The CW rooms retain contr011ed entry 

• 	 status until the voltage is shut off and shorting 



lines are attached to inhibit charging of the voltage 

terminal. Always check with the linac operator before 

entering. 

The procedures followed by MCR operators before delivering beam 

to a room controlled by an A-gate are detailed below to give a general 

review of the safety precautions used in all beam operations. 

o 	Close, latch, and lock all B-gate and C-gate stations. 

Return keys to console panels. 

o 	Use push button at console to switch lighting at the 

A-gate key panel from "DO NOT TAKE A KEY'!  to "TAKE A 

KEY" 
o 	Announce by building public address system the intention to 

conduct a search of the indicated beam room. 

o 	Close and latch all A-gate stations. 

o 	Conduct search of beam enclosure. A procedure for searching 

the Bevatron enclosure shield is given in BRSP/WE 210. 

Ascertain that all persons who are in the beam room have 

safety keys. All others must exit. Secure all exit gates. 

Set wall-mounted crash-off switches to ready. And, otherwise, 

make visual inspection of accelerator components. 

o 	Return to console and assert search complete circuit program. 

Record names of all persons in the enclosure on gate entry log. 

Assure that key count meter tallies with number of persons in 

the enclosure. 

o 	When all persons have left the enclosure, the operator logs 

what area was searched, the time, and by whom, asserts chain 

completion. Note that completion of chain will be delayed 

from 10 to 60 seconds, depending on the enclosure, while the 

in-room warning is given. This is the final opportunity to 

leave for persons in the room at this time. 

o 	Record unexpected occurrences such as interruption of chain 

completion sequence by chain interrupt switches asserted by 

persons in the room, by malfunctions of gate chain, by 

station gate open timer (interval exceeded), or because a 

gate was opened by an emergency release lever. Investigate 

each event. Where the validity of the key count program is in 

doubt, the operator must search the enclosure. Report these 

events to the accelerator manager and the accelerator health 

physicist. 
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Table 2 

ENTRY GATE LOCATIONS AND TYPES 

Number 
Beam Enclosure Location Entry 	of Access Supervision 

Type 	Stations By 

Injection Beams: 

Bevalac Beam Bldg. 	71 	P.L. E-Gate 	2 MCR(51)/HILAC Opr. 
Transfer Fence 

Hillside Fence E-Gate 	4 MCR(51)/HILAC Opr. 
Bldg. 64 E-Gate 	2 MCR(51)' Operators 

Blockhouse 
50 MeV Injector Bldg. 64 B-Gate 	2 Linac Operator 

Linac Blockhouse 
20 MeV Injector Bldg. 	64 B-Gate 	2 Linac Operator 

Linac Blockhouse 

jiLqii Energy Beams: Number of Stations 
A-Gates 	B-Gates C-Gates 

Bevatron Bldg. 	51 5 	2 2 	MCR Operators 
Magnet Room 

External Beam, XO Bldg. 	51 2 1 	MCR Operators. 
Annex - 

External Beam, Xl Bldg. 	51 2 	1 1 	MCR Operators 
Annex 

External Beam, X2 Bldg. 	51 2 	1 1 	MCR Operators 

Experimenter Beams: 

Biomedical Beam, Bl Bldg. 	51 1 2. 	Bi0CR/MCR Oç$r. 
Annex 

Biomedical Beam.,, B2 Bldg. 	51 1 2 	Bi0CR/MCR Opr. 
Annex 

Biomedical Beam, B3 Bldg. 	51 1 MCR Operators 
Annex 

Beam 260 Exper. 2 2 	Exptmtr/MCR Opr. 
Hall 

-Beam 30 . Exper. 2 	Z MCR Operators 
Hall 

Beam 39 Bldg. 	51 (4 AE-Gates) Exptmtr/MCR Opr. 
Annex 

Beam 40 Exper. (4 AE-Gates) 1 	Exptmtr/MCR Opr. 
Hall 

Beam 42 (future) Exper. 2 	2 	. 2 	MCR Operators 
Hall 

Beam 43. Exper. (2 AE-Gates) . 	 Exptmtr/MCR Opr. 
Hall 
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Radiation Detection 

Fast-neutron detection devices are installed in radiation areas 

throughout the Bevatron complex. These operate on-line and are interlocked 

with gate chains to provide automatic beam interruption if preset levels are 

exceeded. A variety of devices is employed; all are calibrated and checked 

for voltage adjustments at least every 90 days. Tests of safety chain 

switch functions are performed and recorded at least every six months. Beta, 

gamma and alpha radiation are monitored by the health physicist, safety. 

coordinator, or qualified Bevatron staff member. 

Access to Gate Stations 

The access provisions for the gate station types are outlined 

below. No person shall enter a radiation-controlled space without a film 

badge, some knowledge of the exposure levels therein, and approval by MCR 

operators or designate. If the gate is left in the open position, it may 

be safe to. enter, but ask the operator if in doubt. 

A-Gate Stations: This type of entry station, provides remote control 

of gate latch, safety key panel monitoring, and gate surveillance by 

voice and video from a console in the Main Control Room (MCR). An 

operator alert push button (PB) and gate latch release lever are also 

provided for emergency use. The gate barriers are constructed from wire 

mesh. The gate itself and the key panel actuate microswitches which 

constitute part of the safety gate chain. 

To enter, go to the control room or to the gate station of 

interest to obtain permission. At the gate station, push the operator 

alert button. The operator will select your station for video and voice. 

Do not press the alert button while talking. 

If entry to the room is permitted, the operator will release the 

gate latch (you should be able to hear this as the actuator solenoid is 

energized). Pull the gate open at that time and remove a safety key from 

the station panel. (Do not pull the key before gate latch is released, as 

this will terminate beam prematurely.) Take the key with you and return 

it to the panel as you leave the room; it is your assurance that the gate 

chain cannot be completed while you are within. 

If you fail to take a key or if the circuit misfunctions, and the 

gate chain is completed while you are in the beam room, the change in room 
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lighting - from white to magenta with reduced intensity— will alert you 

to interrupt the beam. Go immediately to a gate station or a chain 

iliterrupt switch (CRASH OFF) and toggle the switch. Chain interrupt 

switches are mounted in boxes on room walls and are designated by amber-

lensed lamps. Chain interruption will be indicated by return of white 

-: lighting, 

A latch release lever located behind a yellow canister may be 

used in cases of emergency. The use of this lever will terminate the chain 

search program; a new search of the beam room must be conducted by the 

operator before the beam program can be resumed. 

AE-Gate Stations: In essence, the AE-Gate station is provisioned 

with an A-Gate station gate chain, but access is controlled directly bya 

member of the experimenter group in collaboration with MCR operators. The 

experimenter in control is designated by the group leader at the beginning 

of each shift. Because experimenter rooms are close to beam entry gates, 

the gate latch is not released by remote push button, but by one of four 

safety keys which are interlocked in a receptacle panel at the experimenter 

console. 

The designated experimenter is responsible for securing the 

beam room (removing all persons and closing the access gates), fpr completing 

the chain search program, for returning 4 keys to the console panel, and 

for the final chain completion (which is delayed for some seconds following 

change in room lighting as a warning to persons who may still be in the room). 

- 	A push button installed on the MCR console enables MCR operators 

to replace the experimenter channel beam plug and inhibit beam transport 

If the safety status is not reported or if an unsafe situation is observed. 

Beams presently operating in this, mode are B26, B39, B40, and B43. 

B-Gate Stations: Not voice nor video monitored, this type of gate was 

created to give more access to the beam room when the accelerator is shut 

down. It uses either a hinged gate, which can be closed and latched, or 

concrete blocks, which can be set or rolled into position to block the 

entrance. The gate latch can be released by a B-Gate key which is inter-

locked in the radiation gate chain. A. crane is required to remove the 

blocks. 

E- GateStations: This station differs from the B-Gate in that it may 

be the primary entry point to a beam room, or other controlled access space. 
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The person in charge of the experiment, in collaboration with the safety 

officer or the MCR operator, has full responsibility :for  searching and - 

securing the enclosed space and completing the gate chain after each entry. 

When requested by a group leader and approved by the accelerator health 

physicist, a by-pass circuit can be provided to permit entries to the beam 

room for limited, timed intervals (using timer circuitry) while beam trans-

port is in progress. Special supervision and internal beam-isolating barriers 

are then required. These entry stations are intended to be used with low 

level beams where frequent and lengthly access to apparatus along a beam 

line is required by the experimenter. 

After permission to enter the enclosure is obtained from the MCR 

operators (or persons using the room), remove a key from the key panel, go 

to the entry station, and enter the room. If this is a low intensity beam 

room, the beam will be shut off when the key is pulled from the panel. 

A second beam-inhibiting assertion will be made when the door is opened. 

When leaving, search the room to determine that no other person is inside. 

Close and latch the gate. Return key to panel and report the room is 

clear to the person in charge. 

C-Gates or Escape Routes: Where tunnels through concrete shielding, 

pr: w9odeu1  structures, etc., are constructed to provide emergency exits from 

compact beam rooms, the outer barriers can normally be kicked out or 

otherwise removed. The breakaway portion of the barrier is interlocked 

via microswitches in the gate chain and must be replaced before the chain 

can be completed again. B-Gate station gates, with inside-release latches, 

can serve as a beam room exit port if the occasion demands. 

Biomedical Beam Room Gates: These beam room access doors are A-Ga1e 

stations; they can be opened by remotely energizing air cylinders that 

roll the doors to one side, or they can also be swung open, in cases of 

emergency, by pushing them out of the holding hardware. Access can be 

controlled by MCR operators or transferred to the Biomed Control Room 

operator. The Biomed operator may give control of gate retraction to a 

person at the gate station, but the operator retains the responsibility 

for assuring that the room search is completed prior to resuming beam 

operations. 
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Entries to Bevatron Vacuum Tank 

Even after beam is shut off, entry to vacuum tank space may be 

delayed to reduce exposure to induced radiation. Before any entry, the 

accelerator health physicist will first measure the radiation fields in 

all regions of interest within the vacuum tank to determine exposure 

rates and the potential for inadvertently ingestingor'transporting radiated 

materials. The health physicist will instruct persons not familiar with 

i-the Bevatron on safe procedures for entering these areas. 

No one is to enter the Bevatron vacuum tank, magnet gap space nor 

crawl space without 

o 	being physically and psychologically accustomed to working in 

dark and close quarters; 

o 	informing the operations chief and knowing the radiation 

field and the exposure limits set for the specific effort; 

and 

o 	wearing proper clothing to protect him/herself and the 

accelerator components from contaminants or abrasions. 

'Furthermore, a special fiber dosimeter, available at the tank entrance,' 

must be worn by the entrant; on. leaving, read the dosimeter and record the 

dose, along with your entry and exit time, on the log sheet kept there.' 

Working on Materials with High Specific Radiation Activit 

Hardware made of ordinary materials, such as steel, brass, copper, 

aluminum, etc., following irradiation by neutrons or by beam particles, 

will emit beta and gamma radiation due to decay of nuclei in excited states. 

Before attempting to repair or remove radioactive parts from a beam line, 

make a tentative measurement, us,ing an ion chamber available from a heal1h 

physicist or EH&S Department representative, to determine the level of 

activity. 

All materials that exhibit a detector reading exceeding that of 

the natural environment have been radiation-activated. Two criteria are 

used to evaluate the radiation field: one measurement at the surface of 

the object and a seco,nd measurement at one meter distance. For control 

purposes at theBevatron, all parts that present a reading in excess of 

0.0001 rems per hour, measured at the surface, are controlled as radio-

active items and labeled:, accordingly with activation level, date, and name 

of person performing the measurement. 
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If the measured level at surface of a large component is in excess 

of 200-500 millirem per hour, depending on the exposure rate, sheets of lead 

must be placed over the component to reduce body dose.rate. Detection 

measurements near points of actual beam incidence are likely to be in a 

range above 1 rem per hour. One inch of lead will reduce the transimitted 

flux by a factor of about 10. 

Guideline rules state that hands, forearms, ankles, and feet may 

be exposed at a maximum rate of 25 rem per quarter but not more than 75 rem 

per year. Nevertheless, it is sensible to avoid such exposures. A shorter 

term maximum rate of approximately 1 rem per hour is suggested where the 

handling timeis less than 10 to 12 hours per quarter. The actual rate 

should always be as low as practicable. 

Where surface levels exceed approximately 5 rem per hour, all small 

parts must be manipulated by tongs or other means. Radioactive attachment 

nuts andbolts or other small parts are to be removed and placed in lead-

shielded boxes provided for local, temporary storage.. All parts taken from 

a beam line must bear, or be packaged to bear, a label to indicate radioactive 

material and the level of activation. in some cases, large components may be 

shielded by lead sheets and stored temporarily within certain areas of the 

beam room. Seek the advice of the EH&S representative. 

To avoid chance contamination of the skin by radioactive powder, 

disposable dust-proof gloves and aprons or coveralls must be worn while 

handling high-level beam-activated materials and toxic materials such as 

depleted uranium and beryllium. Of materials commonly used for shielding 

purposes -- concrete, lead, steel,, uranium, and wood -- only wood does not 

retain activity beyond a few hours. Refer to the EH&S safety coordinator or 

Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology, ext. 5829, for assistance with problems 

in toxicology. 

Cutting, grinding, sanding, chipping or burning, and disassembly of 

small parts of radioactive components and materials is permitted on-site only 

under the supervision of Bevatron radiation safety personnel after appropriate 

measures are used for control of contaminating waste and for the protection of 

persons and equipment. 

Depleted uranium targets and collimators must be clean (free from 

powdery substance) and mounted in a moisture-proof container, having suitable' 

heat-conducting boundary, for purposes of controlling friable contaminants 

and/or spontaneous combustion. Uranium is pyrophoric and special care must 
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be taken. 

10. Removing Radioactive Items from Beam Rooms 

Removal of any radioactive material from the Laboratory premises 

Owithout the permission of the Laboratory Director, or his designate is 

strictly prohibited. The radiation control personnel from EH&S in the 

Bevatron group are responsible for ascertaining the radioactivity of suspect 

materials, providing labels to indicate the level of radioactivity, and 

arranging transportation and storage. Any person who removes highly 

active parts from a beam channel enclosure assumes full responsibility for 

transporting them to a labeled, shielded, and locked storage site. Thi.s 

must be done with the approval and supervision of the accelerator health 

physicist. The items must first be surveyed for radioactivity and bear 

appropriate labels to indicate radioactivity and degree of hazard. 

Do not remove parts from a controlled storage area without first 

determining the current degree of activation, updating the radiation label, 

and personally supervising transport to alternate safe storage sites. Do 

not, under any circumstances, dispose of radioactive parts and materials 

by placing them in salvage hoppers commonly used for ordinary disposal.. 

Disposal of materials with beam-induced radiation is managed via LBL 

Decontamination Group  of the Environmental Health andSa.fety DepartmentT 

using methods set forth by the Laboratory for disposing of all radionucicides, 

Environmental Health and Safety Manual, LBL Pub. 3000, chapter 21, page 22. 

Yellow steel drums are available in a specially shielded storage area at 

the Bevatron for this purpose. 

Instructions for retaining radioactive components must be expressed 

within 30 days following their removal from service. In cases where instruc-

tions, are not given within the stated time, the subject materials may be-

disposed of without further notice. Several methods of on-site starage' and 

isolation are possible for small items: 

o 	When properly identified, parts reading less than 0.01 rems 

per hour may be stored in cabinets along with ordinary 

materials. If the radiation level at the surface is less.. 

than 1.0 rems per hour, parts may be stored on-shelf within 

a beam cave or in a space allocated for storage of radioactive 

parts. 

o 	Small parts with surface levels exceeding 1.0 rerns per hour 

must be placed in a lead vault. If removed from beam rooms 
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(caves), large components having surface readings in excess 

of 1.0 rems per hour must be enclosed by a shield to reduce 

levels at the shield surface to 3 mrem per hour. 

A 100 sq. ft. concrete-shielded radiation storage area is available 

at the Bevatron. Contact a safety representative to arrange storage. 

11. Use of Radioisotopes 	 - 

Employees intending to work with radioisotopes must review their 

operations with the area EH&S representative before procurement, possession, 

or transporation of radioactive materials. Purchase can be arranged by 

the safety representative. All inter-building transfer of radioisotopes 

and removal from Laboratory premises must be done by the EH&S Transportation 

group. 

An EH&S representative must be informed of proposed experiments 

or changes in continuing experiments, and present on site for all radio- - 

otope operations, except use of sealed, low-level sources. 

Fume hoods are not adequate for use in operations that generate 

radioactive aerosols; they are intended for carrying off noxious and toxic 

• fumes. Instead, ventilated gloved boxes must be used for all radioactive 

operations that generate aerosols, or cause possible spread of contamination 

o:rsignificant personnel exposure. Gloved box pass-outs and pass-ins. mus.t 

-'b..done with the assistance of an EH&S Department monitor. Wear a lab coat 

and:. disposable gloves at all times when working in a gloved box, or where 

chance of contarrination exists. 

Cover work surfaces with absorbent paper. Mouth pipetting is 

t2prohibited, as is eating, drinking, and smoking when working with radio- 

uisotopes. Articles requiring decontamination must be turned over to the 

EH&S Department for processing. All radioactive sources, whether purchased 

'frm an outside vendor or obtained at LBL, are assigned a serial number 

for inventory by the EH&S Department. Responsibility for the locationand 

condition of the source belongs to the person to whom it is assigned; all 

sources must be stored in a fire-protected safe. All equipment and furni-

tue and radioactive items must be tagged with a "NO ACTIVITY DETECTED" 

tag (if that is the case) or a tag indicating "RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL" before 

• removal from experimental buildings. 

Film badges must be worn in all radioisotope areas. In addition, 

all employees working with radioisotopes must be on the Medical Blo-Assay 

Program. 
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12. Disposal 

All radioactive materials are to be turned over to EH&S for 

proper disposal. Dry active waste (DAW) shall contain no liquids, and 

liquid active waste (LAW) shall be identified by chemical formulae. 

Liquid scintillation vials can be received by EH&S Waste Disposal Group 

unopened and packaged in 16 gallon drums, or in deliyery cartons for 

vials. Animals and tiss,ue shall be kept frozen until EH&S pick up for 

waste disposal. Immediately report to the EH&S Department any accidental 

release of radioactive waste into the sanitary or storm sewer system. 

• • 

2' 
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III. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 

General 

All personnel must be familiar with the Bevatron Complex Emergency 

Plan, which is available in the Main Control Room and the Accelerator Research 

Coordi nation Offi Ce. 

Reporting and Emergency 

Any emergency should be reported by dialing the LBL emergency 

number, extension 5333. It is important that you identify yourself, and 

that you be specific and accurate in your report with regard to the nature 

of the emergency (gas leak, personnel injury, fire, radioactive spill, etc.), 

the location and severity, and the existence of contributing or potential 

hazards in the area. 

Personal Injury: In case of personal injury, the immediate super-

visor must notify the LBL Medical Department, extension 6266, as soon as 

possible with the following information: patient 1 s present condition, patient's 

name, and what happened. During the off hours,weekend, or owl shift, 

notify the Fire Department, emergency telephone, dial 5333 or extension 6015. 

You can also pull one of the fire alarm boxes. 

Fire: Fires can be reported by operating one of the many fire pull 

boxes at the Bevatron complex. You must familiarize yourself with those in 

or about your work area. If you turn in an alarm by this method, stay at 

the pull box and meet the responding personnel. Give them as much detail 

as you can. Of particular importance is a report of the status and location 

of hazardous equipment in the area and of any contributing hazardous equipment 

in the area and of any contributing hazards. 

Other Emergencies: Other emergency actions such as explosive 

devices, earthquakes, and civil defense are covered in the Bevatron Complex 

Emergency Plan. 

Radiation Emergencies: In case of suspected personnel contamination, 

or excessive personnel exposure, evacuate and quarantine the area, avoid 

tracking contamination, and immediately notify EH&S at extension 5333. Do not 

attempt decontamination without EH&S approval. 
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In case of injury involving a contaminated person,, immediately 

notify LBL Fire Department at extension 5333, and take needed lifesaving 

steps. Medical Services and EH&S radiation personnel will be notified by 

LBL Fire Department. Do not attempt decontamination. 

In case of area contamination, evacuate all personnel to a safe 

place'fôr observation, and isolate spill area to prevent further personnel 

and/or facility contamination.  

DOE requires timely notification of the accidents to the appropriate 

DOE officials to permit investigation of identifying causes and take 

corrective action. The scene of a serious accident should be preserved to 

the greatest extent possible for investigation. 

This work prepared for the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract Number 
DE-AC03- 76S F00098. 
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IV. STAFF RESPONSIBILITIES & CALL LIST 

.11 	 OVERALL RESPONSIBILITY 

H. Grunder 

R. Miller 

H. Oakley 

EVATRON OPERATIONS 

R. Miller 

G. White 

R. Everett 

Head, Accel. & Fus. Res. Div. 

Building Manager 

Alternate Building Manager 

Operations Supervisor 

Mechanical Operations 

Operations Coordinator 

PHONE 
EXT ENS ION 

5501 

5575 

557.5 

• 5575 

5575 - 
c..-v 	• 

5575 

ELECTRONICS/ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

R. Dwinell Electronics Engineering 

C. Sealey Electrical Coordination 

T. Byrnes Electrical Coordination 

H. Oakley Electronics Maintenance 

J. l3arl ey Electronics Installation 

MECHANICS/MECHANICAL EOUIPMENT 

R. Reimers 	Mechanical Project Engineering 

G. White 	 Mechanical Coordination 

0. Rothfuss 	Design Engineering/Exper. Equipment 

Redding 	Maintenance Machinists Supervisor 

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY 

Biscay 
	

Environmental Health and Safety Coord. 	5575 

RADIATION SAFETY 

W. L. Everette 
	

Accelerator Health Physics 
	

5575 

MOTOR GENERATOR AREA 

R. Frias 
	

Electrical Engineering 
	

5831 

W. Faust 
	

Supervisor 
	

5575• 

5831 

5831 

5831 

5575 

5094 

5831 

5575 

5831. 

5575 
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service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, 
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ing by the United States Government or any agency 
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